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Neutrik Press Release 

 

 

Neutrik Offers A Crestron Approved Module for their MIC, Line, 

AES Dante Adapter 

 

Schaan, Liechtenstein, May 2021. Neutrik, the leading supplier of robust and reliable  

professional connectivity solutions for audio, video, and data, is pleased to announce new  

options to remote control preamps of their new DANTE network device NA2-IO-DPRO. 

 

Neutrik now features full integration with Crestron control products to remote control the NA2-

IO-DPRO, Neutrik's latest addition to networked devices. Designers can now fully integrate the 

DPRO into a Crestron system and perform various controls such as gain, phantom power, lo-cut, 

mute and mic/line switch.      

 

“There’s no doubt that the future within the Pro AV market is based on interoperability between 

different devices within an application. We are excited to provide a convenient solution to con-

tractors and system designers for their Crestron installations” says Florian Frick, Product Man-

ager for Neutrik. 

 

The NA2-IO-DPRO is Neutrik’s POE powered Dante I/O solution to add more flexibility in a net-

work setup for Line, MIC and even AES signals. Besides their own control software, the NA2-IO-

DPRO can be remote controlled from Yamaha CL/QL consoles and from Q-Sys and Crestron 

control devices. The module is available for free in the Crestron application market. 
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Neutrik Group 

 

Headquartered in Schaan/Liechtenstein, Neutrik AG is the world’s leading supplier of professional connector systems for 

the entertainment industry. The product range includes XLR connector systems, jacks and plugs, speaker connector sys-

tems, fiber optic connector systems, patch bays, coaxial plugs (BNC), industrial connectors and digital wireless solutions. 

 

The Neutrik Group consists of subsidiaries in North America, Great Britain, Germany, France, Japan, Hong Kong and 

China. A network of exclusive distributors in more than 107 countries worldwide provides global sales, on-site technical 

support and optimum customer proximity. 
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